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Abstract: In microscopy, single fluorescence point sources can be
localized with a precision several times greater than the resolution limit of
the microscope. We show that the intermittent fluorescence or ’blinking’
of quantum dots can analyzed by an Independent Component Analysis so
as to identify the light emitted by each individual nanoparticle, localize it
precisely, and thereby resolve groups of closely spaced (< λ/30) quantum
dots. Both simulated and experimental data demonstrate that this technique
is superior to localization based on Maximum Likelihood Estimation of
the sum image under the assumption of point emitters. This technique
has general application to any emitter with non-Gaussian temporal in-
tensity distribution, including triplet state blinking. When applied to the
labeling of structures, a high resolution ”image” consisting of individu-
ally localized points may be reconstructed leading to the term ”Pointillism”.
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1. Introduction

In fluorescence microscopy, the use of quantum dots (QDs) in biological imaging applications
offers many advantages over traditional chemical fluorophores and visible fluorescent proteins,
including photostability; narrow but tunable emission spectra [1]; and a broad spectral exci-
tation cross-section. The recent availability of functionalized QDs has initiated their use in
imaging studies of many biological systems [2, 3] and this trend will undoubtedly continue.

The best lateral resolution of a typical confocal microscope is on the order of 200 nm. Tech-
niques for improving resolution to resolve fluorescence emitters with distance separations from
10-100 nm such as I5M [4], 4Pi [5], STED [6, 7], and Saturated Patterned Excitation [8] tend
to be complicated and expensive. In addition, many experiments do not require high resolution
per se, but rather the ability to identify and precisely localize single fluorescent particles at
the nanometer scale [9, 10]. However, the images of closely associated particles usually over-
lap. Separation in such cases has been achieved by use of multiple fluorophores of differing
emission wavelength [11], fluorescence lifetime determinations [12], and photobleaching [13].
Unfortunately, techniques that require particles with different spectral properties suffer from
chromatic aberrations and/or variations in the micro-environment, and separation by successive
photobleaching limits the range of dynamic observation.

Here we exploit the fluorescence intermittency or ’blinking’ of individual fluorophores to
separate the emission of single fluctuating sources from within a group of like sources. If these
blinking processes can be assumed to be statistically independent for each emitter, information
about each individual fluorophore is encoded in the form of its temporal intensity fluctuations.
Here we report the performance of a separation technique based on Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) in the context of two-point resolution, that is, the ability to accurately localize
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two point emitters as a function of their separation.
Quantum dots are noted for random intermittency in their photoluminescence intensity [14,

15] and are particularly suited for this investigation. Under conditions easily obtainable with a
standard wide field fluorescence microscope, i.e. a 60× 1.4 numerical aperture (NA) objective,
and a 100 W HBO lamp with a 435 nm±20 nm bandpass excitation filter, the blinking of
individual QDs can be observed by eye or imaged with a sensitive CCD camera, and provides
sufficient intensity and modulation for successful image processing.

Independent Component Analysis is a technique that has been applied to a broad spectrum of
problems including the removal of artefacts from astronomical images [16] and image process-
ing [17]. ICA is based on the central limit theorem, which states that a sum of statistically in-
dependent non-Gaussian variables (sources) tends to be described more closely by a Gaussian
distribution than each individual source distribution. The ICA technique maximizes a measure
of non-Gaussianity when unmixing sources from the detected signals. In the context of the work
presented here, the unmixed sources represent the temporal intensity fluctuations of individual
blinking emitters.

One measure of the non-Gaussianity of a variable y is the negentropy J, defined by J(y) =
H(ygauss)−H(y). H(y) is the differential entropy H(y) = − ∫

f (y)ln f (y)dy [18], where f (y) is
the probability distribution function of y and ygauss is a random Gaussian variable with the same
variance as y. Negentropy has the property that it is always non-negative and is only zero if y
has a Gaussian distribution. For calculational efficency, the FastICA algorithm [18, 19] used in
this study uses an approximation of negentropy given by J(y) ∝ [E{G(y)}−E{G(ν)}] 2 where
ν is a Gaussian variable with unit variance and zero mean, E signifies the expected value and
in the investigation described here G(u) = log(cosh(u)) although other choices are possible.

The applicability of ICA requires that the following conditions be met:

• The individual fluctuations of the sources to be resolved must be statistically independent.
The blinking of QDs is a stochastic process and is thought to be influenced by surface
defects that are unique to individual QDs [15]. Thus temporal fluctuations of individual
QDs can be considered independent.

• The probability distributions must be non-Gaussian. The time scale of blinking QDs
can be as long as seconds. Thus, sampling at shorter time scales will shift the temporal
intensity distribution from a Gaussian towards a bimodal distribution as more complete
”on” or ”off” events are measured.

• The mixing of the sources to the detectors is linear and the mixing coefficients are not
identical. Here, the detectors are the individual pixels of the CCD camera and we assume
the light from each QD adds linearly in each pixel as expected for mutually incoher-
ent emitters. If the mixing coefficients are identical, the emitters are located at identical
positions and cannot be separated.

• The number of detectors is equal to or greater than the number of sources. This condition
specifies that the maximal limit to the number of separable sources in a given area is equal
to the number of pixels (N) detecting light from the emitting sources. In this context, it
is worth noting that oversampling the image may increase the number of potentially
separable sources.

We make use of the ICA principle in the following way: A time series of images is written as
a N×T data matrix x where T is the number of temporal images and N is the number of pixels.
Each row of x represents the time series of a pixel. In the ICA model the data matrix can be
written as x = As where s is a n×T source matrix where n is the number of sources, and A is a
N ×n mixing matrix. In the noise-free case, the rows of s contain the temporal fluctuations for
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each individual emitter and the columns of A contain the strength of the signal in each pixel. In
the context of this paper, the goal is to compute A, which contains the spatial information about
each emitter. To achieve this the problem can be restated as s = Wx where W is n×N weight-
ing matrix. ICA is applied to find W and thus s, the rows of which contain the signals from
independent emitters. ICA uses the property that independent sources s should have the least
Gaussian intensity distribution. We employ the symmetric approach that maximizes the quan-
tity Jtotal = ∑n

i J(si), where si is the ith row of s and J is the approximation of the negentropy
as described above.

To carry out the ICA decomposition, we use the MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.) imple-
mentation of the FastICA algorithm [18, 19]. The data matrix x is submitted to the FastICA
routine, which is instructed to extract two components. In brief, the FastICA algorithm per-
forms the following operations:

1. Centers the data by subtracting the mean of each row in x. The ICA model only utilizes
relative pixel-to-pixel temporal fluctuations in the decomposition.

2. Projects the centered data onto a specified number of principle component directions
found in a principle component analysis of the covariance matrix of the centered data.
This is followed by normalizing the variances along these directions to unity (whitening).
A data reduction operation for noise removal can be incorporated by projecting the data
matrix onto a limited number, n, of principle component directions. These two processes
can be written as a multiplication by an n×N matrix K. The variances are normalized
because calculation of the non-Gaussianity is measured by comparison to a Gaussian
variable with zero mean and unit variance.

3. Iteratively determines an n× n matrix B, where s = BTKx by maximizing the non-
Gaussianity in the rows of s; B is constrained to be orthonormal.

4. Returns s, A and W where A = K+B (+ indicates pseudo-inverse) and W = BTK.

The n rows of the estimated mixing matrix, A, now contain the strength of the source for each
pixel. Rearranging the pixels in reverse manner as they were arranged into the columns of x
yields the images of each independent emitter.

2. Simulations

We investigated the ability of the ICA to locate two QDs as a function of their separation and
noise level. The simulation was constructed as follows. Each dot was represented by the point
spread function (PSF) of a point emitter calculated for an ideal 60× 1.45 NA objective [20]
using random polarization and vector theory (aplanar apodization). The PSF image was nor-
malized so that the sum of all pixels equaled a target expected total photon count and was
centered about a given position with sub-pixel resolution by shifting using multiplication with
an exponential phase function in the Fourier-domain. Here the term ’expected’ takes its statis-
tical meaning, i.e. the mean measured value. Pixel sizes of 6.45 μm in the image plane were
simulated to represent the Hamamatsu Orca-AG camera used in the experiments. The image
of the PSF on the camera was replicated 500 times, representing a time series of 500 images
acquired with the camera. Each image of each dot was then multiplied by a random number
selected from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 to simulate the blinking behavior of the
dot. We did not attempt to approximate the true blinking behavior of QDs, but rather simulated
their non-Gaussian behavior. Finally, the images of the two dots were combined and Poisson
noise applied to each pixel of every image based on the expected pixel photon count.
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The data stack was rearranged to yield a matrix with each row being the time sequence of
an individual pixel. This matrix was submitted to the FastICA algorithm as described in the
previous section. The returned mixing matrix A was rearranged into images, each of which
should ideally contain the individual image of each QD. The simulation was repeated 50× for
each combination of spot separation (0.01 to 2 pixels) and maximal expected photon count (100
to 10000 photons). Due to the extreme photostability of QDs, acquisition of photon numbers in
this range is experimentally realistic. The position of the point emitter in each of the two images
returned from the ICA analysis was found using a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).

When fitting data to a model in a process with Poisson distributed values the best
fit (MLE) comprises minimizing the I-divergence, which is given by Idiv(data,model) =
1
N ∑N

i=1[datai log
⎧
⎩ datai

modeli

⎫
⎭− (datai −modeli)] , where N is the number of pixels in the meas-

ured (datai) and modeled (modeli) images. The parameters to optimize that generate the model
image in the case of a single emitter are the x, y position of a generated PSF image and its
intensity. The MLE analysis of the sum image, which gives the conventional state of the art
results when no blinking statistics are used but the total number of collected photons is kept
equal, is performed with an estimation assuming two point emitters.

To compare the performance of the ICA/single emitter analysis to the MLE fit of the sum im-
age, the mean of the relative localization error over the 50 simulations with identical parameters
was computed. The relative localization error (the localization error divided by the separation),

is given by
|Pknown,dot1−P f ound,dot1|+|Pknown,dot2−P f ound,dot2|

2|Pknown,dot1−Pknown,dot2| where P is the position vector (x,y) of the

emitter. Fit positions with errors greater than 4 pixels, which primarily effects the MLE fit of
the sum image by increasing the mean relative error, were not used in calculations of the mean
relative error. At these large separations, the results could be readily rejected by inspection
of the images and thus would not affect the interpretation of an unknown sample. The results
showing the mean relative separation error for the two methods under varying separation and
expected photon count are shown in Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 1(b) the effect of smoothing the data
set and PSF in x and y before analysis using an isotropic Gaussian kernel with varying σ is
demonstrated. Smoothing with a Gaussian kernel has the effect of trading spatial resolution for
increased signal-to-noise. As can be seen in Fig. 1(a), localization accuracy was strongly depen-
dent on signal-to-noise and Fig. 1(b) shows a beneficial tradeoff for the localization accuracy
at a Gaussian kernel size of σ = 1 pixel.

The simulations show that single particle localization in the images found by ICA analysis
yielded a significant improvement in the localization accuracy compared to fitting the MLE
with a two spot parametric model. In the case of 104 maximal expected number of photons
per frame, the ICA approach yielded excellent localization accuracy of < 0.2 pixels, which
corresponds to < λ/30.

3. Experimental Results on Quantum Dots

We experimentally demonstrated the ability of the ICA analysis to resolve closely spaced QDs
with a randomly distributed sample of QDs on a coverslip. The density was sufficient to pro-
duce groups of dots with separations smaller than the optically resolvable separation of the
microscope.

3.1. Materials and Methods

A 1 nM solution of QDs is made by dilution of an original stock of 1 μM Qdot 655 Streptavidin
Conjugate QDs (Quantum Dot Corp., Hayward, CA, USA) with the incubation buffer provided
with the QDs. One well of an eight well microscope slide was filled with 300 μL of 50 mM
NaCl. We have determined that NaCl ≥ 50 mM induces adherence of QDs to uncoated cover-
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Fig. 1. Ability of the ICA approach to localize two blinking sources compared to fitting the
sum image to a 2 source model with a maximum likelihood estimate. Each point represents
the average of 50 simulations. To account for outliers (found only in the MLE analysis),
localization errors > 4 pixels were ignored. The photon counts refer to the expected maxi-
mum photons per dot per image. Each pixel corresponded to 108 nm as given by the geom-
etry of the experiments. The black line indicates where the localization error was equal
to the separation. (a) The mean localization error divided by separation (b) 1000 expected
max photons as for one of the above cases but with the data series and the PSF smoothed
(Gaussian kernel with indicated width σ ) in x and y before analysis. A smoothing with σ
= 1 pixel leads to a beneficial trade off between signal to noise and spatial resolution.
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glass surfaces. 10 μL of 1 nM QDs were added to the well. After 10 min, a sufficient density
of QDs adhered to the bottom of the well, which was then rinsed with 50 mM NaCl to remove
any remaining free QDs.

Measurements were performed using an inverted Olympus IX71 microscope (Olympus
Deutschland GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) with a 60× 1.45 NA oil objective. The filter set con-
sisted of a 440/20 excitation filter, 505 nm DRLP dichroic mirror (Omega Optical, Brattleboro,
VT, USA) and 655/40 quantum dot filter (Chroma Technology, Rockingham, VT, USA). The
detector was a CCD camera (model Orca-AG with 6.45 micron pixels, Hamamatsu Photonics
UK Ltd, Welwyn Garden City, UK). A series of 500 images of size 256×256 pixels were taken
with an exposure time of 10 ms, yielding a total exposure time of 5 s and, with the overhead due
to camera readout, a total acquisition time of approximately 12 s. A second series of images
with identical parameters was taken with no light incident on the camera. This background es-
timation was averaged over time, then subtracted from each image of the data series on a pixel
by pixel basis in order to remove any pixel-dependent camera offset which could negatively
affect image registration.

3.2. Analysis of Experimental Data

The ICA technique is particularly sensitive to lateral drift, or defocus during the acquisition
of the time series data. Each frame of the times series was aligned to the mean of 10 images
selected from the beginning of the time series using an algorithm [21] that achieves the theo-
retical limit for image registration. Using Eq. 10 of [21], which requires the calculation of the
energies in the image gradients and the signal-to-noise ratio, for the data considered here the
registration was calculated to be better than 1/20th of a pixel, corresponding to ∼ 5 nm. After
registration, three smaller 32×32 subsections were selected for analysis from the acquired time
series. Each of these regions was smoothed with a Gaussian filter of σ = 1 pixel and processed
identically as described above.

The results of the ICA procedure are shown in Fig. 2. The control in Fig. 2(a) represents a
situation in which 2 QDs were separated by a distance larger than the resolution limit of the
microscope. In this case, it is clear that the ICA procedure correctly returned the images of the
individual quantum dots. Localizing each dot individually yielded a separation of 435 nm. The
MLE localization determined a separation of 595 nm. The discrepancy between the MLE and
ICA approach was not expected from the simulations, but may indicate that the exact form of
the experimental PSF becomes more important in the MLE case. Fig. 2(b) shows a case in which
it was not apparent that more than one QD was present. However, the ICA procedure found 2
components appearing to be QDs and the localization of each QD yielded a separation of 23 nm.
To estimate the localization error, a comparison was made between the experimental conditions
and the simulations. The known gain of the camera was used to estimate the measured photons
per frame per QD. The value of ∼ 500 photons corresponds to a maximal value of ∼ 1000
photons, which was the quantity investigated in the simulations. The data was smoothed with
a Gaussian kernel of σ = 1 pixel before analysis yielding conditions similar to the curves in
Fig. 1(b), and indicating the error in particle localization was approximately 20 nm. Given the
determined particle separation and localization error, the separation is consistent with the two
dots having formed a dimer before adhering to the coverslip. In Fig. 2(c), only one component
representing a QD was found, the other being noise.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Simulations investigating the localization error as a function of the distance between two point
emitters show that an analysis using Independent Component Analysis to first separate emitters
via their temporal fluctuations followed by single particle localization performs better than a
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2. The results of the ICA decomposition for three examples of experimentally acquired
blinking QD data sets. Top: 10 frames from the time series. Bottom, left to right: Sum
image of time series, ICA returned component 1, ICA returned component 2, color overlay
of component 1 and 2. Images are 32×32 pixels with pixel size of 108 nm. (a) Two widely
separated blinking quantum dots, separation distance is found to be 435 nm. (b) Two closely
spaced QDs, separation is found to be 23 nm. (c) Only a single quantum dot is found, the
other component is noise.

traditional analysis based on fitting the sum image to a two-spot parametric model. The tech-
nique was demonstrated with experimental data and functioned within the limits established by
the simulation based on 655 nm emission QDs deposited on coverslips.

The simulated and experimental data presented here were two-dimensional. However, the
method can be extended to three dimensions in a straightforward manner. If only a two-
dimensional slice is imaged, the method of separation should still work on particles that are
out of focus and some three dimensional position information can be obtained from the analy-
sis of their individual images. A combination of stereo microscopy methods with the blinking
localization scheme could enhance the three-dimensional performance, as would the acquisition
and analysis of serial sections.
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Simulations show that the localization accuracy is dependent on the correct pre-
determination of the number of emitters as an input to the FastICA decomposition. The practi-
cal use of this analysis would benefit from development of a robust method for determining the
number of localized emitters. In our experience, it is not possible to determine the number of
QDs in a cluster solely by analysis of the intensity. However, it is possible that improvements
in the synthesis of QDs will lead to a greater uniformity such that simple intensity based de-
terminations will be feasible. For currently available QDs, a robust method for determination
of cluster sizes should utilize all available information, including the mean intensity, maximum
intensity, relative strength of the eigenvalues found from the Principle Component Analysis of
the pixel-to-pixel covariance matrix, and the temporal course of the measured intensity. The
successful classification of images returned from ICA approach as point emitters could also be
used. An additional method would be to label the QDs with a fluorescent dye that emits at a
wavelength other than in the QD band, and use these data for intensity based determinations.

Although only two emitters were considered in detail, we demonstrated the robustness and
limits of the ICA method by simulating 3 blinking emitters positioned within a 100 nm di-
ameter. The simulation consisted of 500 time frames, in which the expected maximal photons
per QD per image was 1000. No smoothing was performed. The images found using the ICA
method assuming 2,3 or 4 emitters and the localization of the emitters are shown in Fig. 3. Pan-
els (a) and (b) demonstrate that underestimating the number of emitters can lead to incorrect
localization values, whereas overestimating the number of emitters may lead to spurious im-
ages that somewhat resemble point emitters (Fig. 3(h)). We have found that spurious PSF like
images become more common as the number of emitters within a region increases. It also be-
comes difficult to reliably separate more than 5 emitters within a 200 nm diameter area, but this
should be taken as a limitation of the present approach and not of the blinking-based separation
procedure in general.

The performance of the technique could be further improved inasmuch as the current ICA
scheme does not make use of any of the following a priori information: spatial relationship
between the pixels, shape of the PSF, the photon Poisson distribution, the positivity of fluores-
cence emission, or the temporal intensity distribution of QDs, the temporal order of the images.
The described ICA scheme could possibly be modified to account for the above information.
However, other attractive schemes could also be based on pixel-to-pixel cross-correlation. In
addition, the use of a full Maximum Likelihood based noise model, including the blinking ki-
netics and image formation appears very attractive. Such methods may enable a reliable, rapid
and fully automatic localization of thousands of QDs in a single sequence of images. Thus,
structures in cells could be stained with a moderate concentration of QDs, which then after
individual localization, would reconstitute structures of interest (e.g. the cytoskeleton) by es-
sentially painting them in a ”pointillistic” fashion.

A current and general limitation of the method is the requirement of particle positions to
remain stable over the time course of the experiment. However, a general drift of the whole
field is not a problem and can be accounted for as described [21]. One should also be able to
compensate for relative displacements of clusters of particles as long as they can be resolved
or separated and no movement occurs within the clusters. In the application of the method
to biology, thermal (Brownian) fluctuations may pose a fundamental limit to the attainable
resolution, which can then only be improved by better methods of immobilization such as by
multivalent binding.

The application of the blinking analysis to fluorescence emitters undergoing triplet state
blinking would require an array detector with the ability to sample at rates higher that the
blinking kinetics and detecting a sufficient number of photons per frame. In general, a high in-
tensity excitation may be required. Although current CCD cameras are unable to sample in the
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Fig. 3. The results of the ICA decomposition of 3 blinking emitters. The coordinates in
pixels with respect to the center of the image are (0.9501,-0.2311), (1.3380,-0.5467) and
(0.9881,-0.7297). The data series was simulated with 1000 photons per dot per QD and
500 time frames. Images are 16×16 pixels with a pixel size of 108 nm. (a and b) are the
images found when the ICA analysis assumes 2 emitters. Localization yields coordinates
of (0.9801,-0.2139) and (1.1497,-0.6448). (c, d, and e) are the images found when the ICA
analysis assumes 3 emitters. Localization yields coordinates (1.0024,-0.7596),(1.3447,-
0.5623) and (0.9553,-0.2648). (d, e, f and g) are the images found when the ICA analy-
sis assumes 4 emitters. Localization yields coordinates of (1.3397 -0.5558),(0.9487 -
0.2636),(0.0485 0.2060), and (0.9897 -0.7659).

μs domain, other approaches can be envisioned. A small array of high speed detectors such as
avalanche photodiodes or multianode photomultiplier tubes could be used to serially investigate
small regions of a sample. A pump-probe approach of illumination and image acquisition could
also lead to the desired statistics in the images even with comparatively slow data readout. Ad-
vances in electron multiplying CCD cameras and other detectors may also yield high sensitivity,
very high speed array detectors. Furthermore, we note that photobleaching can be considered
an on-off event similar to blinking that would generate contrast useful for separation (as used
in [13]) and is not necessarily detrimental to imaging except in the case of repeated measure-
ments. The reversible photo-conversion techniques based on photochromism offer additional
possibilities [22].

Combinations of discrimination by blinking individuality with and by color or other schemes
should increase the maximal concentration of particles that can be separated into individual
components. A similar effect can be expected from a combination of resolution enhancing
schemes leading to greater localization precision, since they decrease the spatial extent of the
PSF.
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